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INVESTLAND

ONE-STOP REALTY INVEST

Real Estate, Mortgages &
Legal Representation

Mexico - Canada



About D'Ster Group

We are Real Estate Brokers and
Lawyers in Mexico, with more
than 20 years of helping
companies and investors to
establish their businesses. And
we are also Canadian and
Mexican Mortgage Brokers so
you will find a bridge of
services for your investment
projects in Mexico.
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Our companies

 Law Firm 

2001

Located in Mexico -
Cancun and Tulum.

Legal Advice to Foreign
Investment,  Compliance,
Corporate & Immigration.

Real Estate
Brokerage 

2006

Located in Mexico -
Cancun and Tulum. 

Master Brokers & Market Place in
Peninsula de Yucatan and Puerto
Vallarta.

Mortgage
Specialist in
Canada & Mexico

2020

Serving Ottawa and the Rest of
Canada under the umbrella of
Referral Mortgages with more than
40 lenders., all types of mortgages.,
with the Brokerage:



About Myself 

Hello! My name is
Adan Aranda
I am a Lawyer in Mexico and a
Mortgage Broker in Canada.
CEO of Abro & Associates (Legal
Bureau) and CEO-Partner of
D'Ster Investland (Real Estate
Group).

My clients remember me for my knowledge
and legal advice on foreign investment, for
creating the right strategy for their real estate
investment in Mexico, and for my commitment
to finding the best mortgage option for their
purposes in Canada or Mexico.
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My professional career

Master's Degree in
Law (Mexico)

1996

Founder -
Law Firm 

2001

Located in Mexico -
Cancun and Tulum.

Legal Advice to Foreign
Investment,  Compliance,
Corporate & Immigration.

Founder -
Real Estate
Brokerage 

2006

Located in Mexico -
Cancun and Tulum. 

Master Brokers & Market
Place in Peninsula de
Yucatan and Puerto
Vallarta.

Master's  Degree
Foreign
Investment in
Mexico &
Compliance

1998

Master's Degree
International
Private Law
(Madrid)

2000

Mortgage
Agent in
Canada

2020

Serving Ottawa and
the Rest of Canada
with more than 40
lenders., all types of
mortgages., with the
Brokerage:

Resume and
Contact
Information

Download

https://www.dsterinvestland.com/_files/ugd/e2d8a5_d663791116bb4d4ca813548a36609b4b.pdf
https://www.dsterinvestland.com/_files/ugd/e2d8a5_d663791116bb4d4ca813548a36609b4b.pdf


Options to finance their vacation home
Where and how to make a smart investment and
Legal advice to make a safe purchase

Snowbirds and Expats
 

One-Stop Realty Invest in Mexico
where the investors will find out:



One-Stop Realty Invest

Mexican mortgages for
Mexicans

Mexican mortgages for 
 Canadian and USA
investors

Equity mortgages
options in Canada

Mortgages

Legal advice

Trust (real estate
purchase in touristic
areas) 

Incorporate Mexican
companies

Immigration residency

Foreign
Investment Law

Sale of properties

Property rental

Real estate business
models

Real estate advice

Accompaniment in the
transaction

Real Estate



Clients Testimonials
 

Alejandro Jorge
Since 2006 Adan and his legal office have been

the Compliance Attorney of our company,
leading investments in Mexico, Panama and

Cuba. In 2021 he was appointed President of
our company. It has always been very valuable
to have his support and knowledge to build our

business strategies.

Laura Castillo
Since 2008 ABRO & Associates and D'Ster

Investland have been very strategic business
allies for Grupo Murano, both in Cancun and

Puerto Vallarta. Currently, Adan Aranda is part of
our Corporate in the Risk Committee and as an

Independent Member of the Board.

Marco Bolognini
Since 2011, ABRO & Associates and D'Ster

Investland have represented the interests of Grupo
BEL (Italy and Luxembourg), and we can affirm  very
satisfactorily that Adan Aranda, as Sole Administrator
of our companies in Mexico, has been the trigger in

developing our properties in Tulum.

BEL/ PROP MEX



These are some of the
Properties and STR -Vacations
Rental Homes we have sold. 

 
We can also help you find a

suitable investment.



Legal
Framework

to Purchase a
Property in

Mexico
How can foreign investors

purchase a property?
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2 International airports with direct flights to the US, CA, and Europe. 
If Merida is your choice, 1 International airport
In the near future, there will be a Peninsular Train running through 5
Provinces
Very inexpensive cost of living
English spoken everywhere
Affordable and excellent quality medical care
Activities to do every day: golf, yoga, diving, snorkelling, walking, thematic
parks, nature, shopping, cinemas, and more
The annual Property tax is approximately 90% less than in USA or
Canada, and the ROI is also high. 

If you have ever been in the Riviera Maya or in Yucatan, you already know
that investing here is a smart decision.

Most people know that the Riviera Maya and Peninsula de Yucatan is one
of the most popular destinations, with millions of tourists coming from all
over the world every year.

Here are a few interesting insights:

Is it a smart decision to purchase in the Yucatan Peninsula?
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcmAUpBMB_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcmAUpBMB_I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcmAUpBMB_I


Everything sounds fantastic,
but before you take the next
step, knowing the legal
framework of acquiring a
property in Mexico is essential



Principal Statement:
Foreign investment is
allowed to purchase real
estate.

In some areas of the country, the direct route of
ownership is allowed; in others, an innovative
and secure method was created to hold the
property. This method, which can raise some
questions about its operation, is known as
"Fideicomiso" or Trust in English, and is
regulated by the Foreign Investment Law, which
was strengthened and regulated to provide
security to the direct participation of foreign
investment in Mexico, all thanks to and since the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)
between the United States, Mexico and Canada
was signed.

Non Restricted Zone 

In all the Mexican areas outside of the
Restricted Zone, foreign investment can
purchase and hold the ownership in a
simple deed.

Restricted Zone

In a strip of 100 kilometres along the
borders and 50 on the beaches, for no
reason can foreigners acquire direct
ownership of the land and waters; they
must do it through a "Fideicomiso".

Two Basics Concepts: 



Restricted Zone
for Foreign

Investment in
Mexico

Within 60 miles (100 km) of the
international borders with the United

States, Belize and Guatemala
and within 30 miles (50 km) of the

Mexican coast.
 

The Riviera Maya and Yucatan are
within the Restrictive Zone, so you

need to purchase through the
Fideicomiso.



1. Which are the legal vehicles to purchase within the restricted area?

For a foreigner to buy real estate in this zone, they can do so only by means of a
fideicomiso (Real Estate Bank Trust) or by owning foreign-owned Mexican
corporation. We suggested opening a bank trust, especially if you will only have
one property. 

A foreign-owned Mexican corporation is recommended for commercial property
or more than one property.

2. What is a fideicomiso on the restricted zone?

The fideicomiso is a bank trust, granted in a 50-year renewable term, in which the
Trustee Bank holds the property in trust for the beneficial use of the purchaser
(beneficiary).

The fideicomiso is authorized via a permit issued by the Mexican Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (Secretary of Foreign Relations) and in accordance with Article 7
of the Mexican Constitution.

8 legal questions you should know



Buyer (Trustee) / Substitute Trustee (takes the place of the main trustee on his/her death, they
can be cross-referenced for better protection of their rights Seller (Trustor)
Seller (Trustor). Could be the Owner or a Real Estate Developer.
The Trustee Bank represents the trustee’s interest during the period of the trust permit. Approves
the draft and signs to get ready for the seller and buyer to close the transaction.

3. Who is the trustee bank?

The Trustee bank is a Mexican bank authorized by the federal government to act as a trustee
(Fiduciario). It is worth mentioning that the properties held in trust are not assets of the bank, and the
size of the bank does not affect the properties they represent. In the rare case that the bank goes into
financial difficulty, the property is transferred to another trustee bank; you do not need to file for a
new permit in suchcase..

4. The parties in the Mexican real estate trust (fideicomiso) transaction are:

5. What is the Notary's role in Mexico?

A Notary Public is a licensed and expert attorney, certified and appointed by the state government as
a Notary Public to act as an official representative of the government. A Notary in Mexico has a far
greater responsibility than a notary in the United States or Canada. The Notary will certify the
transaction is a legal deal for the Buyer.



6. Can I renew my fideicomiso if it expires?

At present, a trust is issued in 50-year increments, which can be automatically extended by an
additional 50 years at the end of that term. Under current law, at the end of the combined 100-year
period, you will need to apply for a new foreign affairs permit to extend the term.

7. What is an assignment of rights (cesión de derechos) / and can I resell the unit?

An Assignment of Rights of the existing trust (Cesión de Derechos) is a manner of transferring title by
assigning the rights of the Seller’s existing trust. This method of transfer of title is used primarily in the
private resale of property held in trust. In this case, the Purchaser assumes the Seller’s existing trust
term and existing foreign-affairs permit.

8. Do I need a specific immigration status to purchase a property in Mexico?

There is no limitation for a foreigner to purchase a Mexican property, regardless of whether he wishes
to enter as a tourist or as a resident in the country; however, if you want to sell the property or look to
be eligible for a capital gains tax exemption, one of the requirements is to have the immigration status
as a resident.

INVESTORS: There are two types of residency you can get depending on the requirements you meet;
temporary residence and permanent residence. By investing more than C$450k Canadian dollars, or
C$225K Canadian dollars as a foreign investor in a Mexican Company, you could be eligible to get a
permanent resident in Mexico.

Read more

Download

https://www.dsterinvestland.com/post/how-foreign-investors-can-purchase-a-property-in-mexico
https://www.dsterinvestland.com/post/how-foreign-investors-can-purchase-a-property-in-mexico


So YES, we are pretty sure that it's an easy and smart
decision to invest in Mexico!!

https://youtu.be/2H9NzECuwIw


Let's take 10 minutes for a coffe



The steps you should follow

The Home
Buying
Process in
Mexico:
Overview

05

02

01 06

03

07

04

08

Ask your Mortgage Broker to
check your credit capacity

Select the a Real Estate agent
who looks for the best options
for you

Get pre-approved for a loan

Select the house, ask about
all the discounts, benefits,
amenities and make an offer

Calculate how much you can
afford

Schedule a home inspection or
make sure the developer is
trustworthy in case of pre-sale

Decide, a house to live as an
expat or a house to spend
the winter and that has an
attractive location for a
vacation rental business

Run the numbers that the
vacation rental administration
offers along with your
mortgage

03

09 Prepare the closing with your
Lawyer

10 Enjoy your new lifestyle.



The Short-
Term Rental
Business
Model
What investors must know about
the STR real estate business
(Vacation Homes)
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STR is generally rented for less than 31 days to the same tenant.

Advantages to owning STR real estate often include higher annual gross rental incomes
and more flexible use of the property because guests only stay for a few days at a time.

Although STRs have higher operating expenses, annual returns from STR real estate can
be the same or more compared to a property rented in the long term.

Key Takeaways

Ever since many pandemic travel restrictions were
lifted, the short-term rental (STR) real estate market
has been on a tear. According to the STR data
research firm AirDNA, revenue from STRs listed full
time hit an all-time high last year, and guest demand
for STR real estate has been growing more than 14%
in this 2022.



Examples of STR real
estate include:

Vacation rental homes listed full time,
such as an Airbnb business

Second homes that are rented out part
of the time 

A lock-off or spare bedroom rented out
of a primary residence, known as
house hacking

STR vs. LTR real estate investing
Long-term rentals (LTRs) and STRs are the most
common ways to directly invest in real estate, and
both have distinct advantages and disadvantages.
Here are some of the similarities and differences
between owning and operating STRs vs. LTRs.

Income stream
Tenant turnover
Operating expenses
Financing options
Exit strategies

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1DUF2isFWsqVSYhbaACYtbgcLi_YjDqpE3GLQIVgkKQg/edit#gid=69851113


Run de the Numbers: 
Short-Term Rental Scenario of Expenses and ROI 

vs. Mortgage Financing
 

Remember, each case can be different

Property Value $273,647.40
Down Payment: $35% ($95,776.59)

LTV: $65% ($177,870.81)
Length of Loan:  25 years
Fixed interest Rate 9.10%

 
Montly Payment: $1,720.25

Mortgage / Financing
Expenses and Income 

STR Administration
Anual Ocupation: 74%

Anual ROI after expenses:

Ceiba 38, Depto 501,
Playa del Carmen, Mex.

Download the
Scenario

https://1ae5be99-1312-4724-82b0-3269618beb4e.filesusr.com/ugd/e2d8a5_5c69ec5b67374094adeea46c9ed349d3.pdf
https://1ae5be99-1312-4724-82b0-3269618beb4e.filesusr.com/ugd/e2d8a5_5c69ec5b67374094adeea46c9ed349d3.pdf


How to invest in STR
real estate

1. Determine the reason for investing
2. Research the local regulations
3. Locate the best STR real estate markets
4. Create a budget and financial projections
5. Arrange to finance
6. Make an offer
7. Close the transaction

Read more

Download

https://www.dsterinvestland.com/post/short-term-rental-or-vacations-homes-how-to-invest-in-str-real-estate-market
https://www.dsterinvestland.com/post/short-term-rental-or-vacations-homes-how-to-invest-in-str-real-estate-market


How to
Finance
your STR
in Mexico
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The Guide index

1 - Mexican mortgages for foreign
investors guaranteed with the
Mexican "STR" property.

2 - Financing options with Mexican
developers.

3 - Alliances with mortgage Brokers
in Canada. Your Canadian property
financing your "STR" property in
Mexico.

Read more
Download

https://www.dsterinvestland.com/_files/ugd/e2d8a5_ceccb986003c4c119d59caeba8b489e2.pdf
https://www.dsterinvestland.com/_files/ugd/e2d8a5_ceccb986003c4c119d59caeba8b489e2.pdf


Be part of this new
community &

enjoy your
Mexican property



Snowbirds Guide

SCAN ME

One-Stop Realty Invest
Service in Mexico

https://www.dsterinvestland.com/copia-de-vacation-rental-homes


Realty Joint Venture
 

Agreement with 
 

MIKA &  MAYA REAL

Why?
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INVESTLAND

Realty Joint Venture
Investment & Development 

 Mexico

Development
Strategy
Architecture
Construction
Financing
Real Estate
Investment Law



Find the land and the place where to invest
Architectural design
Design and urban planning
Executive project in architecture and urbanism
Comprehensive real estate developments
Business strategies to optimize real estate projects
Planning and analysis of new projects defining the model and the market
interior design
Business strategy and plans
Strategy and creation of real estate branding
Marketing of real estate products
Construction, urbanization and building

For investors who would like to build or
develop their project

No matter if they are
Small, Medium,

Large or XL projects



°

ROI
Maximization

Sales team with
proven effectiveness

Constructive
experience

Award winning
architecture

Market
intelligence

Strategy



About MIKA Group

They where born from the synergy of
two important pillars in real estate
development: business strategy and
architectural design. Both existing in
equal degree of importance.

They are focused on providing clients
with profitable and successful
investment opportunities with
architectural design that is
collaborative, outstanding, unique
and recognized.



millions of
pesos

In sales of our projects in 2022

million M2
projected



We do not discriminate between scales



XL - Projects



L - Projects



M - Projects



S - Projects



About Maya Real
Inmobiliaria Maya Real S.A. is founded.
de C. V. to formalize with Century 21
system, and achieve excellence in
customer service.

Independent developers and  brokers for
various financial institutions such as
Bancomer Real Estate, GMAC Real
Estate, Banorte Real Estate and IPAB.
We participate in investment projects for
recognized institutions such as Bepensa,
(Coca Cola), Grupo Nacional Provincial
among others.

We have a wide portfolio of clients for
the brokerage and Investors.



Barlovento - Merida



Barlovento - Merida



Barlovento - Merida



Barlovento - Merida



INVESTLAND

MARKETPLACE

WWW.DSTERINVESTLAND.COM

https://www.dsterinvestland.com/




https://www.dsterinvestland.com/dster-real-estate-marketplace


Do you have any
question?

Let's chat and schedule a virtual meeting

MANY THANKS



Plaza Terra Viva, P3, Cancun, Q.Roo

aaranda@investland.com.mx

+52.998.275.2899 . Mexico
+1.647.704.2209 . Canada

CONTACT US

© 2020 - 2030 D'Ster Investland; All rights reserved

https://wa.me/message/HYPTZJFM634OJ1

